LANGUAGES AND CAREERS

ALC Bridge
A platform connecting job seekers to employers with a focus on the Language Services Industry and the opportunities for careers related to the world of translation and interpretation.
https://alcbridge.org/

Language Learning for Business & the Professions
A site with information on Language for Specific Purposes events, publications, course and program models across disciplines.
https://nble.org/

Center for Urban Language Teaching and Research (CULTR)
CULTR promotes career pathways with languages for underrepresented students.
http://cultr.gsu.edu
World Languages 21: Teaching for the 21st Century
A site with interviews and resources on 21st century language learning approaches focused on LSP.
https://www.worldlanguages21.com/

Lead with Languages
Variety of resources from ACTFL on language advocacy, student perspectives, and video clips of professionals and how they use language in their work.
https://www.leadwithlanguages.org/

Variety of Language & Career/LSP Advocacy Videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/LanguageAdvocacy1/videos
Languages for Specific Purposes Publications
A compilation of LSP-related journals in the U.S. and around the world.
https://nble.org/professional-development/lsp-journals/

Integrating Career Preparation into Language Courses

Medical Spanish

National Association of Medical Spanish
A group of interdisciplinary faculty working to improve Medical Spanish curriculum, training, assessment, etc.
https://namspanish.weebly.com/